The Computer Competency Requirement (CCR) at CSUSM
Information for Senators regarding the policy change to eliminate the CCR as a graduation
requirement
The GEC is bringing forth a motion to eliminate the CCR from the GE curriculum, effective
immediately. Included is the following: 1. Current catalog language in regards to the CCR, 2.
Proposed catalog language regarding technology use at CSUSM, 3. Rationale for eliminating the
CCR, 4. Replacing the CCR, 5. A brief history of the CCR, 6. A copy of the CCR exam
1. Current catalog language
Delete the following from the CSUSM University Catalog, 2008-2010, Graduation Requirements,
page 91:
Computer Competency Requirement
(CCR)
The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that students are competent in the basics of computer use early in their
studies. The "basics" comprise the
following areas:
• browsing the internet and e-mail,
• basic word processing skills,
• basic spreadsheet skills, and
• virus detection and computer ethics.
The Computer Competency Requirement must be fulfilled in the first or second semester of attendance as a student
at Cal State San Marcos. After the second semester, registering for any further classes at Cal State San Marcos will
be restricted until the Computer Competency Requirement is fulfilled. Students fulfill the Computer Competency
Requirement by passing the CCR exam. There is no cost for taking the exam, and study materials are available online. The CCR exam tests students’ competencies in the four areas listed above. Students pass the CCR exam and
fulfill the Computer Competency Requirement by achieving a passing score in each area. Students may take the
CCR exam multiple times until all of the modules are passed. Students only need to retake the failed modules; once
a module is passed, a student need not retake it. The CCR exam is offered throughout the year. The exam takes
approximately two-to-three hours to complete. Exam schedules and meeting places will be posted on the CCR
web site: www.csusm.edu/iits/CCR. Students who are certain that they cannot pass the CCR exam may register for
CS 100. This 1 unit, CR/NC course will provide instruction for each of the modules on the CCR exam. Students
who have already passed the CCR exam may not register and receive credit for CS 100. Effective with Fall 2009,
students will no longer be able to use a course taken at another institution to satisfy the CCR. Any questions
regarding the CCR should be directed to the Computer Competency Requirement Coordinator at (760) 750-4788.

2. Proposed catalog language
The language below would be placed under “Other Policies” section of “Academic Regulations
and Catalog Rights” of University Catalog. (“Other Policies” includes policies on academic
freedom, academic honesty, course syllabi, and student conduct.)
Technology Use at CSUSM
Students at Cal State San Marcos will be required by faculty to use a variety of technologies to deliver instruction
and complete assignments. Such technologies include, but are not limited to: web-based technology, wordprocessing software, and learning management systems. Students are also expected to have a basic knowledge of
safe and ethical computing.
Students who feel they need support in building their technology skills may register for CS 100. This course
provides training in basic computing. The Student Technology Help Desk (STH) also provides support and training
for students. Hours and types of assistance are detailed at: http://www.csusm.edu/iits/support/studenthd/ Degree
programs may also have specific technology skills requirements. Students are expected to inquire with faculty
and/or advisors to determine what these requirements are and to seek out assistance if needed.
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3. Why eliminate the CCR?
The CCR is under the purview of the GEC per Article 6.8.1 of the Constitution and Bylaws of the
University Faculty and Academic Senate. Particularly in the last several years, various problems
regarding not only the content of the exam but the administration of the CCR have been
addressed by the GEC. This past spring, a new set of problems were brought to the attention of
GEC. As conversations began in earnest about the CCR, there was virtually unanimous
agreement that the CCR was not doing what the faculty who had established the CCR in 1990
intended it to do: ensure that entering students had a level of technology fluency necessary to
succeed at CSUSM.
The current exam focuses on Microsoft Office software, and includes portions on using the
Internet and some multiple-choice questions on ethical issues in computing. Discussions in GEC
frequently brought up concern that this does not reflect the wide range of technologies that
students need to be conversant with. The exam is also very labor-intensive to administer and
grade. Work has begun to administer and grade the exam online, but as discussions continued
about the systematic problems regarding the exam, concern was expressed about the amount
of time and resources being placed on improving a fundamentally flawed exam. Further, a
consistent theme in conversations was that even once a student has passed the CCR, significant
gaps in their technology skills are still evident.
Creating a valid and reliable exam that captures the variety of technologies that CSUSM
students will need to use would be an enormous undertaking. Given the current budget
environment, it would be almost unseemly to add this to anyone’s workload. Further, a single
exam is most likely not the best means to effectively assess students’ technology skills.
The current budget environment is admittedly another reason for this proposal. The CCR
requires a significant amount of resources from a variety of units on campus. Students spend a
significant amount of time fulfilling this requirement. The cost of continuing this requirement
does not seem to worth the benefit (if any) to students’ educational experience.
It is also worth noting that no other CSU campus has a single exam requirement for entering
students regarding technology skills. CSU-Monterey Bay does require students to select a
course that has a particular emphasis on information/technology, and a few campuses require
a tutorial/course/learning module for information literacy/competency. Information
literacy/competency is not the same as technology skills.
4. What, if anything, should replace the CCR?
Eliminating the CCR does not mean that students are now entering CSUSM with all the
technology skills they need. A very valid concern is that there would be no formal means of
assessing students’ skills without the CCR and students from high schools with minimal
technology use would be especially affected.
GEC is asking that several actions be taken in order to ensure that entering students are aware
of the high expectations from faculty regarding technology skills. Academic Advising is willing
and able to dedicate a portion of orientation to discussing technology expectations at CSUSM.
Students will also be directed to take CS 100 or a similar course such as those available at
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community colleges if they feel they need extensive training on basic computing. And lastly,
they will ensure that students are reminded about the Student Technology Help Desk, which
exists solely to support students’ technology use at CSUSM. Language on all of these issues will
also be added to the student handbook that is distributed to students at orientation.
Instructors can also include a statement in their syllabi regarding technology expectations in
their course or field of study.
A particular area of concern is providing students with information on ethical and safe
computing. GEC will ask the Executive Committee to refer to the appropriate Senate committee
a review the existing Responsible Use Policy
(http://www.csusm.edu/iits/security/program/rup.html) and Academic Honesty Policy (p. 84,
2008-2010 General Catalog) to determine if further clarification to students regarding ethical
and safe computing needs to be drafted and communicated to students.
5. A brief history of the CCR at CSUSM
In order to provide a historical context to the CCR, below are the relevant excerpts from the
CSUSM General Catalogs as well as Senate resolutions passed in regards to the CCR.
From the (first) 1990-1991 General Catalog:
Computer Literacy
Beginning with academic year 1991-92, all students must pass the CSU, San Marcos basic computer
competency examination the first semester of attendance. The examination will be “hands-on”, and will
assess the following competencies:
• Knowledge of booting personal computer,
• Ability to recognize basic computer terminology such as: what constitutes a floppy disk, a hard disk, a
terminal, etc.
• Knowledge of how to set up, find, or edit a directory (or how to use the hierarchical file system on the
Macintosh personal computers)
• Ability to use at least three different computer applications such as:
a word processor (editing, moving text, spell-checking, etc)
a spreadsheet (create, edit and balance a checkbook)
a database (create an address file)
a statistical package
a graphics application
• Knowledge of computer ethics, especially regarding copyright issues
Students who are unable to complete all or parts of the examination will be referred to self-paced tutorials
and/or workshops on selected topics.
Upon completion of the examination, students will be certified for computer competency and will be
permitted to register for a second semester at the University.

The exact same statement also appeared in the 1992-1993 General Catalog.
Beginning with the 1992-1993 General Catalog, students were given one more semester to
meet this requirement and they were allowed to complete certain courses instead of passinbg
the examination. Additionally, this catalog section was now re-titled and the samples of basic
computer terminology were updated.
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Computer Competency
All students must fulfill the CSU, San Marcos basic computer competency examination by the end of the
second semester of attendance. Students will be required to demonstrate the following competencies:
• Knowledge of booting a personal computer,
• Ability to recognize basic computer terminology such as: RAJM, byte, hard disk, etc.
• Knowledge of how to find, and access a directory (IBM PC) or a folder (Macintosh)
• Ability to use a word processor
• Ability to use at least three different computer applications such as:
a spreadsheet
a database
a statistical package
a graphics application
a desktop publishing application
• Knowledge of computer ethics, especially regarding copyright issues, information rights, and
computer viruses
Students may fulfill the requirement in several ways such as:
• Passing the CSU, San Marcos computer competency examination
• Obtaining a grade of C or better in one of the following CSU, San Marcos courses:
Business Administration 201
Computer Science 304
Psychology 300
Visual Arts 302
• Obtaining a grade of C or better in one of the many approved courses offered at local community
colleges, completed within two years of first enrollment at CSUSM.
Students who wish to prepare for the computer competency examination may take advantage of self-paced
tutorials and workshops offered at the University.
Upon completion of the examination, students will be certified for computer competency and will be
permitted to register for a third semester at the University.

With minor changes, this same wording was used through the 1996-1997 General Catalog. The
most significant changes had to do with the list of courses that could be taken to meet this
requirement:
 Business Administration 201 was removed in the 1993-1994 General Catalog
 MUSC 302 was added, and CS 304 become CS 301, in the 1994-1995 General Catalog
 CS 101 was added in the 1995-1996 General Catalog
This was revised substantially for the 1997-1998 General Catalog:
Computer Competency Requirement
The Computer Competency Requirement (CCR) at CSU San Marcos is a requirement for all baccalaureate
students, irrespective of major. The requirement states that a student must demonstrate basic computer
competency in the following areas:
• an understanding of basic computer concepts,
• the ability to recognize basic computer terminology,
• an understanding of software ethics issues and concerns in today’s society
• virus protection and prevention,
• the ability to use a word processing application, and
• ability to use two other computer applications.
The CCR should be cleared in the first or second semester of attendance at CSU San Marcos. After the second
semester, registering for any further classes at CSU San Marcos will be restricted until the CCR is fulfilled.
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How can the Computer Competency Requirement be fulfilled?
• By earning a C or better in a course which meets CSU San Marcos’ minimum computer literacy requirements
either at CSU San Marcos or at another institution of higher learning. Students are advised to consult with their
academic advisor or the CCR Coordinator at (760) 750-4788.
Currently the following courses at CSUSM meet this requirement. Please refer to the Class Schedule for days
and times of course offerings:
CS 101
MUSC 302
CS 111
PSYC 300
CS 301
VSAR 302
Please refer to the current CSU San Marcos Schedule for days and times of course offerings.
The following is a partial list of courses from other San Diego County educational institutions, which meet the
requirement:
Mesa, San Diego City, Miramar Community College: CIS 110
Palomar College: CIS 105, 120
MiraCosta Community College: CIS 100
Any off-campus course taken more than two years prior to the student’s first semester of attendance at CSU San
Marcos will not be considered for CCR equivalency.
Questions about eligibility of a particular course for CCR equivalency should be referred to the Academic
Advisors and/or to the CCR Coordinator at (760) 750-4788.
• By passing the Computer Competency Requirement Exam at CSU San Marcos.
All materials covered in the Computer Competency Requirement exam are available at the Reserve Desk in the
CSU San Marcos Library. In addition to assist students in their preparation for the CCR exam, the Univeristy
offers a series of workshops each semester. These workshops are designed for the student who already has
considerable experience but needs to review basic computer concepts before taking the CCR exam. Workshop
schedules and registration forms as well as information about CCR exam scheduling are available in the
Instructional Computing Labs in Academic Hall.
Questions regarding the Computer Competency Requirement should be directed to the Academic Advisors
and/or to the CCR Coordinator at (760) 750-4788.

This version remained in effect (with some editorial changes) through the 2001-2002 General
Catalog. The two most significant changes between 1997-98 and 2001-02 were:
 In 1999-2000, this material was re-arranged so that the bullet about passing the CCR exam
was moved from third to first position on the list of ways to satisfy the CCR (as part of an
effort to encourage students to take the CCR exam).
 In 2000-01, the reference to workshops was removed.
The Academic Senate approved the following resolution changing the CCR policy in May 2001.
The policy change was approved by administration in on January 25, 2002 (the text presented
below is taken from Official Policies and Procedures website):
A resolution proposing updating of the University Computer Competency graduation requirement,
forwarded from the General Education Committee [GEC] of the Academic Senate, for first reading before
the Senate on April 11, 2001.
BACKGROUND
• the Founding Mission Statement of the California State University, San Marcos [CSUSM] included
"fundamental computer competence" in the "university's definition of the liberal arts and sciences in these
times," and promises to prepare students to "live cooperatively and competitively in a world of
...technological change"
• the current Computer Competency Graduation Requirement [CCR] was set up to insure that students
become competent in the rudiments of computer use early in their studies at CSUSM
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• a large majority of students fulfill the CCR by earning a C or better in designated courses (all currently
three-unit courses) rather than passing the computer competency exam
• there is currently no assessment of whether the students receiving a C or better in these courses actually
can demonstrate competency in the areas designated in the CCR
• many students arrive on campus already possessing basic computer competency and thus able to fulfill the
CCR by exam, but choose instead to take one of the designated three-unit courses, thus creating a
disproportionate demand for these courses
• the expectations of computer-competent graduates of CSUSM far exceed those expectations embodied in
the current CCR
• the expectations by the faculty and the surrounding community of computer-competent graduates will
vary depending on the program, department or college granting the degree
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
1. the CCR be revised to comprise two parts or levels: an entry-level Computer Basics Requirement, the
CBR, and a discipline-specific Computer Intensive Requirement, or CIR;
2. the skills comprising the CBR be designated as the basics of computer use, word processing, internet
browsing, email, and spreadsheets;
3. students must pass a computer basics competency exam which covers these competencies, within their
first semester of attendance at CSUSM, in order to fulfill the CBR;
4. the GEC work with interested faculty and IITS [Instructional and Informational Technology Services] to
develop this computer competency exam;
5. students failing to demonstrate sufficient competency on this exam be directed to complete non-credit
modules, which focus on the basic computer competencies, and to seek help from tutors in the Computer
Consulting Center;
6. the GEC work with interested faculty and IITS to develop learning modules covering each of the entrylevel computer competencies, and that these modules be made available to all prospective and enrolled
students;
7. the GEC explore the possibility of embedding this requirement in a self-paced one-unit Credit/No Credit
all-University course, in which students would be required to exercise the Credit by Challenge Examination
option;
8. all programs, departments and/or colleges specify the computer competency learning objectives which
will qualify their graduates as being computer competent in their respective fields, and further, specify how
CIR objectives would be met by students in each major;
9. the GEC will regularly review the CCRs to be sure they reflect changing technology and University
expectations.

The CBR (redubbed CCR as explained below) was implemented in AY 2002-03, and at the end of
that year the GEC brought the following resolution to the Senate (May 7, 2003):
Background:
In 2001, the Academic Senate, upon recommendations of the General Education Committee (GEC),
reformed the Computer Competency Requirement (CCR) to include two parts or levels: an entry-level
Computer Basics Requirement, the CBR (later renamed the CCR for ease of administrative
implementation) and a discipline-specific Computer Intensive Requirement, or CIR.
The first part of this new requirement was implemented in Fall, 2002 and is proceeding as planned,
although some minor adjustments may need to be made as the number of students grows. This new CCR is
in fact more comprehensive in coverage than the original CCR.
The second part of the requirement, the CIR, was designed to address the “expectations of computercompetent graduates of CSUSM” which “far exceed those expectations embodied in the [original] CCR;”
expectations which “will vary depening on the program, department or college granting the degree.” In an
attempt to implement the CIR, the General Education Committee, in the Spring of 2002, solicited
information from programs, departments and colleges about how they intended to ensure that their
graduates had more advanced, discipline-specific computer skills. However, the 2002-2003 General
Education Committee determined that review of these proposals was outside of the jurisdiction of the GEC,
as they involved specific degree programs and not General Education.
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While the GEC supports the goal of enhancing the computer skills of all graduates at all levels, it does not
believe that a named, University-wide requirement, administered by the GEC, is an appropriate instrument
for achieving this goal. Therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the CIR established by resolution of the Senate in 2001 be abolished, and also be it
RESOLVED, that the Program Assessment Committee be instructed to specifically address, in its reviews
of degree programs, how students in these programs are aided in the acquisition of advanced computer
skills relevant to the degree programs under review.

This passed with a key amendment. Here are the official Senate minutes:
[GEC Chair] Hamill indicated that about two years ago the CCR (Computer Competency Requirement)
was split into a Computer Basics Requirement (which ultimately retained the CCR moniker) and a
Computer Intensive Requirement (for those majors requiring a more intensive computer education). The
new CCR was successfully implemented this year. Thus far, 1,558 exams have been given, and 759
students have passed (49% pass rate). The GEC believes that the current CCR is more comprehensive than
the original and sufficient for GE purposes.
This year, the GEC set about implementing the CIR and began by contacting those departments which had
indicated a need for a more intensive education for their students. It became apparent, however, that while
some departments have courses which meet this need, other do not and will need to develop proposals. The
GEC believes that it is not within their purview to review such proposals, which relate to specific degree
programs and not General Education. The committee therefore proposes abolishing the CIR.
Discussion included (1) whether the new CCR is more rigorous and more comprehensive than the old
CCR; (2) increasing demands for advanced computer skills; (3) using other avenues to establish a CIR. A
friendly amendment was offered to amend the resolution thusly: “RESOLVED, that the CIR established by
resolution of the Senate in 2001 be abolished suspended and referred back to the Executive Committee.”

The CIR was never referred back to GEC from the Executive Committee.
After the 2001 GEC Resolution on the Computer Competency Requirement was approved, the
CCR section in the catalog was substantially revised for the 2002-2004 General Catalog.
Computer Competency Requirement (CCR)
An updated Computer Competency Requirement takes effect in the Fall 2002 semester. Students who have
already satisfied the previous requirement are exempt from the new CCR, which applies to all other
baccalaureate students, irrespective of major. The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that students become
competent in the basics of computer use early in their studies. The "basics" comprise the following areas:






essential computing concepts and skills,
browsing the internet and e-mail,
basic word processing skills,
basic spreadsheet skills, and
virus detection and computer ethics.

The Computer Competency Requirement must be fulfilled in the first or second semester of attendance as a
matriculated student at Cal State San Marcos. After the second semester, registering for any further classes at
Cal State San Marcos will be restricted until the Computer Competency Requirement is fulfilled.
Students are strongly encouraged to attempt to fulfill the Computer Competency Requirement by passing the
CCR exam. There is no cost for taking the exam, and study materials are available for purchase at the
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bookstore. The CCR exam tests students’ competencies in the five areas listed above. Students pass the CCR
exam and fulfill the Computer Competency Requirement by achieving a passing score in each area. Students
may take the CCR exam multiple times until all of the modules are passed. Students only need to retake the
failed modules; once a module is passed, a student need not retake it. The CCR exam is offered over many
weekends (Friday – Sunday) throughout the year. Seating is offered on a first-come, first-served basis with
multiple testing times on exam days. The exam takes approximately two hours to complete. Exam schedules
and meeting places will be posted in Academic Hall 202 and on the CCR web site
www.csusm.edu/computer_labs/ccr.htm.
Transfer students may also satisfy the CCR by earning a C or better in an approved course taken at another
institution prior to matriculation at Cal State San Marcos. A list of approved courses at other institutions can be
found on the CCR web site www.csusm.edu/computer_labs/ccr.htm. In particular, the following courses at San
Diego County colleges meet the requirement:
Mesa, San Diego City, Miramar Community College: CISC 181
Palomar College: CIS 105, 120
MiraCosta Community College: CIS 100
An off-campus course taken more than two years before the student’s first semester of attendance at Cal State
San Marcos cannot be used to satisfy the CCR.
If a student doesn’t pass the exam (either in part or in its entirety) and wants instruction on the modules, he/she
may sign up for CS 100. Students who are certain that they cannot pass the CCR exam may register for CS 100
before attempting the CCR exam. This 1 unit, CR/NC course will provide instruction for each of the modules
on the CCR exam. Students pass the course by passing the CCR exam.
Any questions regarding the CCR should be directed to the Computer Competency Requirement Coordinator at
(760) 750-4788.

This formulation has lasted until now with the following changes:
 In the next catalog (2004-06), the parts about courses taken elsewhere (“Transfer may also
satisfy….cannot be used to satisfy the CCR”) were excised. This was part of a GEC plan to phase
in enforcement of the prohibition on using external courses ot satisfy the requirement.
 In the 2006-08 General Catalog, the “essential skills and concepts” module was removed from
the CCR “basics.” The paragraph on CS 100 was rewritten to allow students to take CS 100
without having already failed some of the module exams, and to make explicit that students
could not earn credit if they had already passed the CCR exam. It dropped the sentence,
“Students pass the course by passing the CCR exam,” but did not promise that passing CS 100
meant that the CCR had been met.
 In the 2008-2010 General Catalog, a sentence making it explicit that, effective with Fall 2009,
students could not use a course taken elsewhere to satisfy the CCR was added to arrive at the
current catalog statement. The GEC had originally sought to have this take effect in Fall 2008,
but agreed to postpone implementation for one year because the other NCHEA institutions had
not been given adequate notice that this part of the 2001 CCR resolution was going to be
enforced.
Below are the four sections of the exam and what is included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Word processing: formatting a Word document, correcting spelling and grammar, inserting a reference
Spreadsheet: create formulas and a chart
Internet: see attached
Ethics and virus: see attached
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